
First steps
Draw your tie on the card stock. Draw two ‘Vs’ for the collar with a 
big circle for the tie knot. Then draw a ‘big ‘V’ for the bottom of the 
tie with angled lines to the collar. See Fig. 1.
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What you need:
l	White glue
l	Thin card stock
l	Markers 
l	Any found objects inside or outside your house that have a least 
a 3-4 mm (3/16”) height.

Some suggestions could be thin branches with leaves attached, 
very flat or small stones, some types of pasta, toothpicks, 
popsicles sticks, bobby pins, pizza box or cardboard from a 
delivery box. 

Father’s Day is just around the corner and you may not be able to 
get out to buy him that much needed tie. So let’s make him one with 
found objects, aluminimum foil and markers. The purpose of this art 
project is to make the shape of the tie with your found objects for 
texture.

Fig. 1
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  Build up your art with the found objects and glue them down to card 
stock.

 Let this dry for about an hour. Once dried, place a sheet of aluminum 
foil over the dried art, making sure the aluminum sheet over extends the 
card stock for folding later.

Now start shaping the foil over the items you’ve glued to the card stock. 
Press so you start to see the outline of the objects in the foil. But don’t 
press to hard or foil will rip. Fig. 3.

Note:  I used leaves but they were too flat and didn’t texturize when 
pressed as well as I’d like, however, the stem to which the leaves are 
attached turned out well.

Once you see the objects contoured through the aluminum foil, place a 
hand on your piece to hold down half the foil while you lift the other half 
of the foil. Squirt white glue on top of the objects on your exposed half. 
Place foil back over that half and then repeat the process to glue the foil 
to the other half of your project. Let dry for an hour. Fig. 4.

Once the glue dries fold your aluminum foil over the edges of the card 
stock to give your art a clean finished look. 

Now get your markers and colour your Father’s Day Tie. Use dad’s 
favourite colours for the tie. You can also make some of your own creative 
designs on the tie. 
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